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What is RA21?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Resource Access for the 21st Century
Joint STM and NISO initiative
Aimed at optimizing access protocols across key stakeholder groups
Facilitating seamless user experience beyond IP-authentication
Network security and user privacy
Stakeholders: researcher, customer, vendor, and publishers
Produce a set of best practices
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Late 20th Century: from print to digital
• Imitate print experience for libraries
and users
• Multiple platforms
(disintermediation of agents)
• But optimized content linking
(Crossref)
• And optimized on-site access: IP
address recognition
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Early 21st Century: digital and remote
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Technology evolved and got faster
Growing diversified scholarly eco-system
Multiple entry points
Mobile and remote access
Changing user expectations and behavior
Competing solutions (SCNs, Sci-Hub)
Easy to download an entire library
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RA21 Problem Statement
•
•
•
•
•
•

IP-based access management increasingly problematic
No seamless access from any device, location, or search engine
Inconsistent and confusing patchwork of access solutions
Increasing volume of illegal downloads and piracy
Lack of user data to develop user-focused, personalized services
Piracy and fraud significant risk to campus information security
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RA21 Best Practices
• Recommend new solutions for access strategies beyond IP recognition
practices
• Explain the standard measures that publishers, libraries and end-users
should undertake for better protocols and security
• Test and improve solutions by organizing pilots in a variety of
environments for the creation of best practice recommendations.
• RA21 will not develop a specific technical solution or one industrywide authentication platform
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Fifteen Use Cases
15 leading use cases defined from various perspectives:
• Member of authorized user community
• Provider of subscribed resources
• Purchaser of subscribed resources
• Customer technology officer
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Five Guiding Principles
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Deliver seamless, intuitive user experience across systems
From every starting point, location, and device
Compliance with (emerging) privacy regulations
Balance security and usability
Robust mechanism to detect fraud
No extra administrative work or expenses
Allow for gradual transition
Variations in technical and organizational maturity in participating
institutions.
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Three Pilots
Privacy Preserving Persistent WAYF

WAYF Cloud

Corporate

• A shared discovery service based
on storing information in the
browser.
• Recommendations to incorporate
WAYF hints into federation
metadata.
• A proposal on how the pilot can
turned into a sustainable service.
• A report on experience learned
and pros/cons of taking it into
production.

• A shared discovery service based
on centralized information sharing.
• Public Github repository with
WAYF Cloud source code with
open source license.
• Report with the results from user
testing.
• Set of recommendations for the
operational aspects of the WAYF
Cloud.

• Validate use of SAML-based
federated authentication
technologies to provide seamless
access to resources for authorized
users
• Improve user experience publisher
sites.
• Explore ways to capture granular
usage statistics.
• Consider options for easy flow
between publishers.

Both pilots work together on:
• User experience and a reference UI
• Privacy and security issues
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RA21 timeline
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Q2 16 – development project proposal STEC
Q3 16 – approval STM Board, taskforce, use cases, guiding principles
Q4 16 – public presentation AR21, first workshop
Q1 17 – workshops, staff hiring, project adoption by NISO
Q2/Q3 17 – workshops and outreach
Q4 17 – round-up pilots,
Q1 18 – 1st draft best practices
Q2 18 – publication project results
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Who’s Involved
Steering committee

RA21 Staff

Julia Wallace
Project Director
Heather Flanagan
Coordinator Academic Pilots
Jenny Walker
Coordinator Corporate Pilot

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Chris Shillum, Elsevier (Co-chair)
Meltem Dincer, Wiley (Co-chair)
Gerry Grenier, IEEE
Laird Barrett, Springer Nature
Ralph Youngen, ACS
Dan Ayala, Proquest
Don Hamparian, OCLC
Leif Johansson, SUNet
Ann West, InCommon
Andy Sanford, Ebsco
Josh Howlett, Jisc
Rich Wenger, MIT
Peter Brantley, UC Davis
Library Representative (name TBA soon)
Todd Carpenter, NISO
Eefke Smit, STM
Ann Gabriel, Elsevier (RA21 Outreach Cie)
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Want to get informed or involved?

Visit: https://www.RA21.org
Contact: Julia@RA21.org or Heather@RA21.org
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